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Abstract
To examining the role of cultural differences in speed of lexical access, we employed two types of Posner (1967)
name matching task: Arabic and English types. We have conducted an experiment on 30 native Arabic speakers
from King Saud University. The results showed that the lexical access to physically identical letters is faster than
lexical access to the nominally identical letters. However, there was a significant effect of task's type in the speed
of lexical access. Also, the correlations coefficients varied with task's type. In its entirety, these results suggest
that the cultural aspects have a role in the speed of lexical access.
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1. Introduction
Posner and Mitchell proposed letters matching task for the first time in 1967. The task requires the subjects to
discriminate between two stimuli, presented simultaneously or sequentially, on the basis of some predetermined
stimulus characteristics. The procedure measures the speed of which highly overlearned information stored in
long term memory can be retrieved. In each experimental trail, pairs of stimuli are presented to the subject,
which are physically identical (e.g., AA, aa, BB, bb), physically different (e.g., Aa, bB, AB), semantically
identical (Aa, Bb), or semantically different (AB, aB, ab). Subjects are required to press a key buttons if the pairs
are the same, and press another key buttons if the pairs are different.
Posner letter matching task used to study speed of retrieve information from long-term memory,
which is referred to as the speed of lexical access. Hunt considered speed of lexical access as a component of the
intelligence (Hunt, 1980). Letter matching task was classified within elementary cognitive tasks (ECT). In these
tasks, Participants are asked to perform very simple cognitive acts, such as selection, coding, comparison or
matching (Jensen, 2006; Rijsdijk, Vernon & Boomsma, 1998 for reviews). Because ECTs are free of content and
relatively from the effect of academic experience, many researchers suggested that the relationship between the
speed of performing these tasks and intelligence reflect the basic properties of the nervous system: transmission
time, conduction time and neural efficiency. So, researchers suggests that the variation in IQ due to individual
differences in one or more of these neural characteristics (Eysenck, 1986; Jensen, 1987; Vernon, 1987). In
Sheppard and Vernon (2008) review, the results revealed a moderate significant correlation between intelligence
measures and speed of performing ECTs. The average correlation coefficient was -0.24.
Although the existence of average correlation between the ECTs speed and IQ scores, but this
correlation remains controversial. Sternberg (1984) suggested that the ECTs performance is affected by higher
cognitive processes such as attention. Moreover, the studies of the relationship between ECTs speed and
intelligence were conducted in industrialized Western countries. In fact, the culture of Western countries gives
great importance to the time and speed of performance. Therefore, people in Western countries are more likely to
perform tasks requiring speed which affects the performance of ECTs. Thus, it seems that ECTs measure
performance components for subject of western countries. However, ECTs may measure something different for
the non-Western countries, which does not confirm in its culture on the speed of performance and rarely perform
tasks under time pressure; it seems that the same ECTs measure metacognitive components in non-Western
countries. Based on this argument, the validity of ECTs as culture- free may be questionable.
In a meta-analysis by Van der Vijer (1997) for studies of cognition across cultures, he found that “even
cognitively simple tasks have characteristics that give rise to cross-national performance differences. It could be
speculated that these include familiarity with stimuli, response procedures, and testing situations in general (Van
der Vijer, 1997). Neubauer & Benishke, (2002) compared the speed - intelligence relationship in Western
country (Austria) vs. a non – Western country (Guatemala) by testing 73 Austrian and 73 Guatemala school
children with Standard Progressive Matrices and two tests for processing speed. They found the expected
significant speed – intelligence relationships, which did not differ significantly between the cultures. However,
Neubauer and Benishke, (2002) referred to that they observe significant cultural differences in average
performance.
Hunt (1980) has been assumed that the lexical access speed associate with verbal ability. He assumed
that the speed of lexical access to the information that have been stored in long term memory one of the basic
components which correlated with high verbal ability. Also, speed of lexical access play an important role in
reading skill. For example, the central feature of the interactive activation model (McClelland et al., 2009;
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982) is that the processing of information during reading consists of series of levels
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corresponding to visual features, letters and words. Other researchers have indicated that recognition of letters
and words is happening under separate processing processes (e.g., Paap et al., 1982).
In fact, there is a large body of research indicates that expert readers perform faster and accurately
during tasks that involve letters from the known language compared to tasks that involve unfamiliar letter- like
forms (e.g., pseudoletters: Burgund, Lugar, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2005; Burgund, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2006;
Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2004).
This means that the frequent exposure to letters of native language, and using it in everyday
interactions increasing the automaticity of processing tasks that based on it. Thus, it isn’t surprising that subject
performing these tasks speeder than other tasks which based on unfamiliar language. These expectations line
with theories of perceptual expertise (e.g., McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003) and with neurological studies
which have found that neural regions within the left occipito-temporal cortex respond preferentially to real letters
compared to non-letter forms (Cohen et al., 2000, 2002; Tagamets et al., 2000; Baker et al., 2007), and
unfamiliar letters (James, et al, 2005). Other studies have suggested that the degree of left -lateralization depends
on the linguistic familiarity of the characters (Appelbaum et al, 2011; Tagamets et al., 2000), the task demands
(Bokde et al, 2001; Burgund et al, 2005; Ruz & Nobre, 2008), or other linguistic and developmental factors
(Schlaggar & McCandliss, 2007).
These finding provided evidence that performing even very simple tasks such as letter matching is
affected by culture differences, familiarity and task demands. Most of these studies have used letters and
unfamiliar letter- like forms (e.g., Burgund et al, 2005; Burgund, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2006; Lachmann & van
Leeuwen, 2004; van Leeuwen & Lachmann, 2004), but the current study used two type of Posner name
matching task: English and Arabic matching letters. The experiment was conducted on university students, with
native Arabic language. They have studied English language from the beginning of the primary stage, and there
studding continued through various stages of education. Thus, if the speed of lexical access to both types of
Posner name matching tasks depends on performance components only, then there wouldn't be any differences in
responses of subjects to them.
2. Method
2.1 Participants
Thirty right-handed undergraduate students from psychology department at King Saud University participated in
the experiments (mean age = 20.6 - years ± 2.2). They volunteered to participate in the experiments. All of them
are Arabic native speakers. Participants reported learning Arabic as their first language and rated Arabic as their
dominant language at the time of testing. English is the second language of the participants. Participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no self-reported speech or hearing disorders.
2.2 Stimuli
The stimuli appeared on the screen of a color monitor. The background was white, while the stimuli were black.
The English type of name matching task, that was used here, contains the same four letters utilized by Posner
and Mitchell (1967): A. B. C, and E in both upper-case and lower-case. Posner and Mitchell (1967) classified
them as: ‘physically' identical (e.g., AA), ‘nominally identical (e.g., Bb). The letters were written by 14 Times
New Roman Bold Font.
Because Arabic letters differ from the English letters we used 16 letters in the Arabic version of letter
matching task ( ي، م، ق، ف، غ، ع، ض، ص، ش، س، خ، ح، ج، ث، ت،)ب. The letters were written by 14 Traditional
Arabic Bold Font.
The participants task were to press one key if the names of the two letters were the same (e.g., AA, Aa),
and the other key if they were different (e.g., AB, aB).
2.3 Apparatus and procedures.
Subjects were seated in front of a 21 inch monitor and used the two Shift keys on the keyboard as response
buttons. Tasks were counterbalanced across subjects. Half of the participants perform the Arabic version of letter
matching first and the English version of letter matching secondly. The other half of participants performs the
English version of letter matching first and the Arabic version of letter matching secondly. Viewing distance was
approximately 60 cm; subject's heads were not restrained, but viewing distance was measured and adjusted
before each set of trials.
Before the session beginning, participants received instructions for the task, including which hand to
use in performing responses. They were instructed to press the appropriate Shift key with the index finger. Then
they received one block of 24 practice trials followed by 270 test trials for each task, with a brief rest period after
each set of 90 trials.
Before each trial beginning, the fixation cross appeared for 150 ms at the center of the monitor. After
the fixation cross disappeared, the stimuli were presented at the center of the monitor. Stimuli continue on the
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screen until the participant pressed response key. The computer program that generated and displayed the stimuli
also recorded the keypress and response latency for each trial. Trials on which the subject responded faster than
100 ms or slower than 2000 ms were scored as errors and not included in the analyses of response latencies.
3. Results
Reaction times for correct responses were analyzed in a oneway, repeated-measures ANOVA with task's type
(Arabic physically identical letters vs. Arabic nominally identical letters and English physically identical letters
vs. English nominally identical letters) as the independent variable. The results reveal a significant main effect of
the task's type [F(2.040)= 51.791, P <0. 0001] for reaction times. Bonferroni pairwise comparison tests showed
that the differences between Arabic physically identical letters vs. Arabic nominally identical letters, and Arabic
nominally identical letters vs. English physically identical letters insignificant. However, the differences between
other conditions were significant. Reaction times for the four conditions are shown in table 1 and in Fig.1.
There was a significant difference between the two types of name matching tasks. The reaction time to
the Arabic letter matching was shorter (M= 773 ms, SD= 140 ms) than English letter matching (M=1091 ms,
SD=244 ms), the difference was significant [T(29) = 7.879, P <0. 0001].
The pattern of the correlation between nominally identical letters matching and physically identical
letters matching varied with the language of the task. Although there wasn't significant correlation between
nominally identical Arabic letters matching and physically identical Arabic letters matching (r= 0.17, P >0. 3),
there was significant correlation between nominally identical English letters matching and physically identical
English letters matching (r= 0.46, P <0. 01). Also, the pattern of correlation between the two tasks varied with
the experimental condition. There wasn’t significant correlation between nominally identical Arabic letters
matching and physically identical English letters matching (r= 0.15, P >0. 4). However, There was significant
correlation between nominally identical Arabic letters matching and nominally identical English letters matching
(r= 0.40, P <0. 02). On contrary, there were significant correlations between physically identical Arabic letters
matching with physically identical English letters matching (r= 0.54, P <0. 002), and with nominally identical
English letters matching (r= 0.41, P <0. 02).
Table 1
Reaction times during name matching
Reaction time (ms)
Mean
Std. Deviation

Task's type
Arabic name matching
physically identical letters
nominally identical letters
English name matching
physically identical letters
nominally identical letters

729
816

149
213

892
1290

202
328

Fig. 1. Reaction times displayed as a function of task's type (Arabic physically identical letters, Arabic nominally identical
letters, English physically identical letters and English nominally identical letters).

4. Discussion
Posner and Mitchell (1967) employed two forms of a visual letter matching task: physical matching and name
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matching. These tasks were used to study the speed of lexical access to information which stored in long term
memory. According to Jensen (1982), discrimination of a physical difference does not require access to a prior
learned semantic code, whereas discrimination of semantic differences requires access to information stored in
long term memory. So, we used name matching task to investigate possible differences within native Arabic
speakers on name matching tasks (Arabic and English). We were looking for differences since Arabic is the
participants dominant language.
The results of Posner and Mitchell (1967) showed that on name matching tasks ‘same’ responses to
physically identical letters (e.g., AA) were faster than to letters simply having the same name (e.g., Aa). These
results suggest that the response to physically identical letters, which must have the same name, can be based
solely upon the initial visual codes rather than the slower forming acoustic codes required for such pairs as Aa.
The results of the present study showed that reaction times for physically identical letters were faster than
reaction times for nominally identical letters in both types of name matching tasks.
The differences between reaction times for physically identical letters and nominally identical letters
were very similar within both type of tasks, but there were differences in reaction times across the two types of
the name matching tasks, which suggest that the speed of lexical access is affected by the subject's expertise and
familiarity with tasks. These results consistent with the general pattern of previous research, which indicated that
expert readers perform faster during tasks that involve letters from the known language compared to tasks that
involve unfamiliar letter- like forms (e.g., pseudoletters: Burgund, Lugar, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2005; Burgund,
Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2006; Jackson, 1980; Lachmann & van Leeuwen, 2004; van Leeuwen & Lachmann,
2004), unfamiliar characters (James, 2005; Pernet, Celsis, &Dmonet, 2005).
As noted above, there is no significant difference between reaction times for Arabic physically
identical letters and Arabic nominally identical letters. However, there is a significant difference between
reaction times for English physically identical letters and English nominally identical letters. Thus, the
relationship between the pairs of letters solely cannot explain the speed of lexical access. Accordingly, we
conclude that this finding is not surprising given the subjects were native Arabic speakers, and the frequent
exposure to letters that individuals in literate cultures experience daily, which make them skilled expertise in
using letters. This mean that the processes of processing information that related to Arabic letters become
automatic, and the response to them can be based solely upon the initial visual codes. On contrary, for native
Arabic speakers, naming the English letters require more processes and more efforts, which appear in increasing
reaction times as compared to naming Arabic letters.
On the other hand, the pattern of correlations between subject's reaction times varied with type of
name matching tasks. These results suggest that subjects were consistently modifying their strategies according
to the type of matching task, and that there could be a common underlying process mediating the performance of
subjects on the type of matching task. Therefore, for native Arabic speakers, naming Arabic letters may be based
on performance components, while naming English letters may be based on metacognitive components.
In conclusion, results from the present study indicate that the speed of naming letters varied with the
type of matching task. Thus, the speed of lexical access does not necessarily emerge as a consequence of
relationship between the letters pairs. The results entirely reflect the possibility that the processes underlying
performing ECTs are affected by some aspects of culture. Therefore, the validity of ECTs as culture- free may be
questionable.
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